Embodying Peaces and Transforming Conflicts: A Course for Facilitators

In beautiful Grasmere, Lake District, UK
https://www.yha.org.uk/hostel/yha-grasmere-butharlyp-howe

28th March – 5th April 2020

Grounded in innovative ‘embodying peaces’ methodology, this course focuses on practical tools and enhanced reflexive and facilitation qualities for peace building and education.

We will cover:
• Deep Democracy
• Conscious Dance
• Restorative and mediation dialogue
• Nature-based practice
• Working with circles and silence
• Conflict mapping
• And more......

This course is for activists, artists, trainers, group leaders, counsellors, alternative educators and anyone interested in peace building and self-exploration.

The week will be a deeply transformative and relational experience.

This course is led by world-class professionals who will share their skills with a small group of participants:
• Prominent academic and peace educator, Hilary Cremin from Cambridge University
• International peace builder, Tim Archer from Cambridge University
• Expert scholar-practitioner, Josefina Echavarria Alvarez
• Cutting-edge facilitator and peace researcher, Norbert Koppensteiner from Innsbruck University

£1500  Includes all food and accommodation for 9 days
£1350  Early bird special for application and payment before January 15th 2020

Further details:
https://resonancepeaces.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/resonance.embodyingpeaces.1
For further information and application please email: embodying.peaces@gmail.com